Chapter 4

Motion segmentation
4.1

Ground truth generation from CARLA

To obtain motion segmentation ground truth, existing sensor modalities in CARLA
are exploited. �e �rst important step is to save all individual actor trajectories
during the recording of the sequence. Not only the hero-vehicle is recorded, but
any spawned actor which can move is captured. Moreover, depth and semantic
segmentation masks are required.
A�er recording, each pixel location which indicates the presence of a pedestrian or
a vehicle in the semantic segmentation output, is projected into 3D world, taking
into account the sensor pose with respect to the vehicle and the the vehicle pose
with respect to the world, as eq. (4.1) indicates1 . Attention needs to be payed on the
le� handed reference frame of CARLA, which impacts Roll Pitch Yaw (RPY) angles
particularly.
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(4.1)

�e projected 3D points are then matched using the bounding boxes and actor
trajectories provided by CARLA. Figure 4.1 shows the �gure which served as debug
output during this process. Projected points are visible in blue (cars) and pedestrians
(green). Actor positions are marked with a red cross.
1

For simplicity the homogenization to 4D is omitted in the notation
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Figure 4.1: Bounding box actor matching for Motion Segmentation
Once the actors are matched to the pixel positions, the motion mask can simply be generated
by using the actors with velocities bigger then
zero. Figure 4.2 shows a sample result of the
process.

4.1.1

Details

Figure 4.2: Motion mask sample

Pedestrian bounding boxes where found to be too small, an increase of 10 % in
bounding box extent solved the issue.
Velocities have been found to be unreliable in a few cases. As an alternative criteria
for the motion mask, the last actor position was therefore used.

4.2

Static �ow estimation

A moving camera generates varying output (changing image sequence for frame
based sensors and a stream of events for DVSs) even in static environments solely due
to its changing pose in the world frame. While for visual odometry this is crucial for
estimating the camera pose, for scene understanding tasks this typically dominant
part of the output might be less relevant. In this section we try to estimate this less
relevant part by using depth and ego velocity.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the process. A depth map at the current time t k is used to project
pixels to a 3D location. �rough velocity integration we can go back in time for a
desired ΔT, which we choose to be the frame interval. In this way we approximately
end up at the previous camera position C k−1 . We reproject all the 3D points in that
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camera view and obtain through the correspondences the optical �ow to the original
pixels.

Figure 4.3: Static �ow illustration

4.2.1

Velocity integration in 3D

To calculate the rotation matrix, it is good to realize that the angular velocity tensor
describes the linear matrix di�erential equation, which solution is just the rotation
matrix:
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R ∶ R → R3×3

t ↦ R(t)

(4.2)

(4.3)
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�e matrix exponential of the angular velocity tensor is a solution to the equation:

R(t) = e

[ω] t
×

R(0)

(4.4)

We therefore get the following transformation:
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(4.5)

Great attention to detail needs again to be paid at implementation time to get all
velocities correctly transformed from le�– to right-handed reference frame and
throughout the reference systems. �e vehicle to sensor transformation needs to
be treated as a rigid body transformation, which can induces linear velocities from
angular velocities.

4.2.2

Direct estimation

As given, e.g. in [10], optical �ow can also be directly related to the twist, through
the mapping

4.3
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(4.6)

�resholding with optical �ow estimate

Under the assumption to have an optical �ow estimate, the previous static �ow can
be used to estimate a motion mask:
⎧
⎪
⎪1
MM(x, y) = ⎨
⎪
⎪
⎩0

if ∥OF(x, y) − OFstatic (x, y)∥ > thr
otherwise

(4.7)

�e threshold might in the most general case also depend on the pixel location
thr = thr(x, y). In section 5.1.1 a couple of non uniform choices are evaluated.
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4.4

Egomotion compensated event-reference frame

In the following we try to extend the idea of static �ow estimation from section 4.2
to events. Similar to before we have as inputs:
• frame-based depth: e.g. 25fps (every 40 ms) an event-pixel-wise depth map
• linear and rotational velocity, i.e. twist (e.g. from wheel odometry + IMU)
• events in ”continuous” time
Additional assumption is to have a calibrated camera projection matrix K for the
event camera, as before.

4.4.1

Event to 3D point association

�e most recent depth-map available at time t k−1 in combination with the estimated
velocity is used to project incoming events to a (sparse) spatial 3D point cloud. Each
3D point carries event polarity and the timestamp, i.e. (x, y, z, t, p), as illustrated in
�g. 4.4

Figure 4.4: Events projected to spatial 3D
Note than in order to be able to project events at t > t k−1 , some depth-resampling
techniques need to be used, such as nearest neighbor.
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Project into space-time image plane

�e complete 3D point cloud is then projected onto the most recent image plane at
time t. �e additional time stamp information is used as 3rd dimension resulting in
the (x, y, t) volume, as depicted below in �g. 4.5

Figure 4.5: Projection onto last frame t and division into time, using event timestamp
information

4.4.3

Final output and possible usage

�e output is a space-time volume of events (see �g. 4.6, in which events caused by
ego-motion, i.e. from the same static 3D point, are expected to lie on a straight line,
since they should come from a common 3D point.
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Figure 4.6: Space-time Event Volume
�is can be used as input to contrast-maximization frameworks [11], [12], in which
the motion of the “ego-motion cluster”is already known, and a simple straight line.
Events which are likely belonging to a di�erent cluster could be parameterized with
simple motion models.

